Film activate:
I don’t like FOOD, I LOVE it!
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Ratatouille

Linguini needs help at his new restaurant, and wants you to develop a special dish for him. After watching the movie RATATOUILLE, you may want to start cooking something yummy yourself. Can you come up with a recipe? Write the recipe in the notebook below. Don’t forget to draw how it looks when served!

Recipe name:
Ingredients:
Directions:
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Match the personality traits with the correct character:

- passionate
- creative
- timid
- determined
- friendly
- awkward
- clever

Remy
Linguini
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Scene analysis: Remy looks down at the kitchen and defines to Gusteau the different roles of each employee at his restaurant.

“Anyone can cook” says Gusteau “but not anyone should cook” replies Remy

Who are you more like, Remy or Gusteau? Which statement best defines your thinking, and why?

For questions, e-mail: lili@coralgablesmuseum.org
Color this scene and bring to life Remy making his favorite sauce.